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The WPA History of the Negro in Pittsburgh
LAURENCE GLASCO

$22.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-6144-4 • 432 pp.

“Offers the most comprehensive single study of the city’s black population to date. . . . Glasco’s 
introduction pinpoints the strengths and weaknesses in the manuscript, offers brilliant biographical 
notes on its principal contributors, and places the manuscript within the broader historical context of 
the New Deal.”—Joe W. Trotter, Carnegie Mellon University

Pennsylvania History
from the University of Pittsburgh Press

Pitt
THE STORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, 1787–1987

ROBERT C. ALBERTS

$49.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-6235-9 • 596 pp.

This is a history of the University of Pittsburgh from its birth on the western frontier in the eighteenth 
century through its two-hundredth anniversary. Told primarily through the stories of its energetic and 
sometimes eccentric chancellors, it’s a colorful and highly readable chronicle.

Pittsburgh Surveyed
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND SOCIAL REFORM IN THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY

EDITED BY MAURINE GREENWALD AND MARGO ANDERSON

$34.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5610-5 • 368 pp.

“It’s a must read for anyone interested in the history of Pittsburgh or a better understanding of the social 
workers, sociologists, and reformers who comprised turn-of-the-century progressivism. Pittsburgh 
Surveyed is also an exceptionally well-produced volume, nicely designed with high quality graphic 
presentation.”—Pennsylvania History

City at The Point
ESSAYS ON THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF PITTSBURGH

SAMUEL P. HAYS

$34.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5447-7 • 492 pp.

“Essential reading for several kinds of people: urban social historians seeking a unified summary of what 
their field has accomplished in the case of one city; readers interested in any if the topics represented; 
and of course anyone interested in the history of Pittsburgh.”—Journal of Social History
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A Panorama of Pittsburgh
NINETEENTH-CENTURY PRINTED VIEWS

EDITED BY CHRISTOPHER W. LANE

$24.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-6015-7 • 221 pp.

“A sumptuous collection . . . a visual tour-de-force that deftly ties diverse prints into a thematic 
chronology.”—Pennsylvania Heritage Magazine



 

Twentieth-Century Pittsburgh, Volume Two
THE POST-STEEL ERA

ROY LUBOVE

$31.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5566-5 • 432 pp.

“The book broadens our understanding of how late-twentieth-century American cities are adjusting to 
declining regional industries. It may serve as a model for additional analysis of the impact and direction 
of postindustrial economic forces and for evaluation of the important policy choices facing political, 
business, and cultural leaders.”—Journal of American History

Pennsylvania History

A Traveler’s Guide to Historic Western Pennsylvania
LOIS MULKEARN AND EDWIN V. PUGH

$34.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-8355-2 • 454 pp.

This is a county-by-county guide to historic landmarks in western Pennsylvania, and how to reach 
them. Twenty-seven counties are included, along with maps of each. Along the way, travelers will find 
historic forts, residences of leading citizens, old iron furnaces, grist mills, churches, inns, taverns, and 
many other intriguing places. Historians Mulkearn and Pugh personally visited each site, and provide 
background vignettes, offering interesting facts and highlights gathered from archival documents.

Allegheny City 
A HISTORY OF PITTSBURGH’S NORTH SIDE 

DAN ROONEY AND CAROL PETERSON 

$24.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-6313-4 • 264 pp
$29.95 • Hardcover • 978-0-8229-4422-5 • 264 pp.

“Dan Rooney and house historian Carol Peterson co-write a fine new history of the North Side.

Some high points of this story are familiar, but this book invariably tells them with a welcome historical

precision and humanistic nuance.”—Pittsburgh City Paper
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Twentieth-Century Pittsburgh, Volume One
GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

ROY LUBOVE

$26.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5551-1 • 208 pp.

“A useful, timely, and provocative contribution to the growing literature on community planning in the 
twentieth century.”—Journal of American History



 

Front-Page Pittsburgh
TWO HUNDRED YEARS OF THE POST-GAZETTE

CLARKE M. THOMAS

$40.00 • Cloth • 978-0-8229-4248-1 • 344 pp.

“A wonderful book! Enjoyable, informative, and well written. It gives readers the inside story about the 
peculiar merger of the Post and the Gazette in the 1920s and the incredible account of the survival of the 
Post-Gazette rather than the Press during the 1990s.”—Van Beck Hall, University of Pittsburgh

The Spencers of Amberson Avenue
A TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY MEMOIR

ETHEL SPENCER 

$19.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5356-2 • 208 pp.

“[The book] provides a detailed window into a time when horses pulled delivery wagons down 
Shadyside’s still-unpaved streets. The children’s father, who worked for Frick Coke, was a talented ama-
teur photographer whose pictures add glimpses of what life was like for an upper-middle-class family at 
the turn of the last century.”—Pittsburgh Magazine

Pittsburgh: A New Portrait
FRANKLIN TOKER

$37.95 • Cloth • 978-0-8229-4371-6 • 528 pp.

“The book is ambitious and lavish, with vivid photographs and helpful maps.  From the glaciers that 
built the town and the epidemics and fires that reshaped it, to the renaissances that renewed it and the 
indomitable spirit that sustains it, Pittsburgh is a great American city—the ‘indispensable American 
city,’ in the words of native son David McCullough. Now it possesses the great architectural guide that 
every great American city deserves—and few possess.”—Wall Street Journal

Pennsylvania History
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Pittsburgh Then and Now
ARTHUR G. SMITH

$32.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5929-8 • 336 pp.

“Pittsburgh Then and Now . . . may make your blood boil and bring tears to your eyes, but this is not 
just a story of Lost Pittsburgh. . . . Smith’s book is a reminder that cities are more than collections of 
buildings. They are repositories of memories, keepers of dreams.”—Pittsburgh Press


